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Photoionised astrophysical plasma experiments
'Astrophysical'

Low density
Typically complex radiative transport and atomic kinetic problems

Photoionised
Radiation field dominates the atomic kinetics
High colour temperature in our case

Inner-shell photoionised
Over-ionised relative to the electron temperature

Experiments
To calibrate and validate the models
Allows us to consider simpler cases

AIM: Low density + Photoionised + Inner shell photoionised



  

Motivation

(Hill and Rose, PoP 2010
Fujioka, Nat.Phys. 2009)

The forbidden line is a decay from a metastable state, so the spectrum 
shows the population of that state – tests the atomic kinetics

The forbidden line is a characteristically low density phenomenon

New parameter:

Cannot keep all ratios the same

Have to limit the problem

Consider the Helium-like triplet – well used diagnostic

Picture

The forbidden line is a decay from a metastable state

Consider the condition that we have a low enough density that the state is metastable

Formula

Lab

Astro



  

Use of Krypton
Using Krypton exploits the strong Z dependence

Now have low density kinetics i.e. the forbidden line is visible

Silicon

Krypton

(Hill and Rose HEDP 2011)



  

Parametrisation of recent experiments
Characterised by a large photoionisation parameter

The importance of the radiation field rates relative to the plasma rates

However, limited, since takes no account of the frequency distribution of 
the incident radiation field or the absorption cross-section

Photoionisation parameter

Characterises the importance the radiation field relative to the density, to some extent

Xi – formula

Table – current experiments

However, has limitations



  

Redefining the radiation field
Still need to Inner shell photoionise the plasma...

Temperature of Planckian needed Z2 – impracticable

However, the Krypton only 'sees' the radiation at frequencies where it 
absorbs
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Redefining the radiation field
Still need to Inner shell photoionise the plasma...

Temperature of Planckian needed Z2 – impracticable

However, the Krypton only 'sees' the radiation at frequencies where it 
absorbs

Such radiation fields exist: Underdense targets (Babonneau, PoP 2008)

Choose a slightly higher Z than Krypton e.g. Molybdenum 

Inner, K-shell absorption
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Simulation
Krypton, T

e
=200eV, n

e
=1018cm-3, ionised by a Molybdenum underdense 

target at 200μm distance, 0.5% of E
L
=5kJ (ORION) in the K-shell



  

Experimental design I
Krypton confined in a gas cell, Molybdenum patch on wall

thick walls possible – effect on solid C is minimal – allows a wide range 
of densities

Shocks, heating through wall etc. not important (Renaudin, PRE 1994)  

Prepulse Main pulse

t=t0-4ns t=t0

Kr gas fill ~400μm

~1000μm

10-100μm

<10μm Mo foil Expanded Mo foil

Line radiation



  

Experimental design II
The incident laser is unidirectional, will allow embedding of the source 
within a plasma, for example:

In the vicinity of colliding expanding gas puffs
In a plasma designed to have significant optical depth 

Plasma 
jet

Laser incident



  

Conclusions
Have discussed a new method of producing photoionised plasmas with:

Low density kinetics at lab densities
Inner shell photoionisation

The experiment is practicable – involves a fusion of available 
experimental techniques

Has unique capabilities e.g. embedding of sources and non-destructive to 
adjacent solids

Provide new test for atomic physics, atomic kinetics and radiative 
transport models
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